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Financialisation Reinforced: The Enduring Legacy of the Covid Pandemic 

Photis Lysandrou and Taimaz Ranjbaran 

 

Abstract 

This paper examines the impact of the covid pandemic on the financialisation process, here viewed as 
the growing domination of the world’s financial securities markets over the world’s material output 
base. Two major arguments are advanced. The first is that the pandemic has reinforced the functionality 
of financial market scale, which is that its continuing growth signifies nothing other than that 
governments and corporations on the one hand and pension funds and other asset managers on the other 
are colonising the future to cope with the rising financial pressures of the present. The second argument 
is that the pandemic has also accentuated one of the more notable dysfunctional aspects of the 
continuing growth of financial market scale, which is the reinforcement of a core-periphery divide 
between the advanced and emerging market economies that occupy the global financial system. The 
paper concludes with some policy implications of the analysis that includes the call for a global wealth 
tax. 

 

KEY words: financialisation; covid pandemic; colonisation of the future; core-periphery 
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1.Introduction 

This paper examines the impact of the covid pandemic on the financialisation process, here 

viewed as the growing domination of the world’s financial securities markets over the world’s 

material output base. Two major arguments are advanced. The first is that the pandemic has 

reinforced the functionality of financial market scale, which is that its continuing growth 

signifies nothing other than that governments and corporations on the one hand and pension 

funds and other asset managers on the other are colonising the future to cope with the rising 

financial pressures of the present. The second argument is that the pandemic has also 

accentuated one of the more notable dysfunctional aspects of the continuing growth of financial 

market scale, which is the reinforcement of a core-periphery divide between the advanced and 

emerging market economies that occupy the global financial system. The paper concludes with 

some policy implications of the analysis that includes the call for a global wealth tax. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section two discusses the scale and functionality of 

financialisation. Section three discusses financialisation's reinforcement of a core-periphery 
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divide in the global financial system. Section four discusses the covid pandemic's dual impact 

on the financialisation process. Section five discusses some policy implications of the analysis 

presented. Section six concludes. 

 

2. The scale and functionality of financialisation 

Financialisation, put simply, “summarises a broad set of changes in the relation between the 

‘financial’ and ‘real’ sector, which give greater weight to financial actors or motives” 

(Stockhammer, 2012a, p. 121)1. Among the changes that have given ‘greater weight’ to the 

financial sector and have accordingly received much attention are those pertaining to its  

scale ( world financial stocks now completely dominate the world's material output base on 

which they rest)2, its status (from playing a largely peripheral role in domestic economies, the 

financial markets have moved to a more central position as attested by their growing 

influence on corporate priorities and on the policy actions of  central banks and other official 

institutions), and to its character (from being largely passive, the financial markets have 

become far more active as attested by the large increases in daily trading volumes in many of 

these markets)3. The fact that financialisation has several different dimensions has prompted 

the conclusion that it "is not a standardised and linear process"4. This conclusion is wrong in 

that while it may well apply to some dimensions of financialisation, it most certainly does not 

apply to that of its scale, the focus of attention in this paper. Thus, while world financial 

stocks amounted to about one and half times world GDP in 1980, they had grown to over 

three and half times world GDP by 2020, with the main growth driving factors being the 

expansion of the world's securities markets (where in 1980 the combined world bond and 

equity stocks amounted to about $11 trillion, which was on a par with nominal world GDP 

 
1 There are several variations of this definition of financialization, but the one that continues to be 
most frequently cited is that given by Epstein: “financialization means the increasing role of financial 
motives, financial markets, financial actors and financial institutions in the operation of the domestic 
and international economies.” (Epstein, 2005, p. 3) 
2 See e.g Karltenbrunner and Lysandrou (2017); SIFMA (2019) 
3 Fine (2011) and Sawyer (2013–14) suggest that there are eight features of financialization, but these 
are essentially variations of the three key features involving size, status, and character of the financial 
sector.  
4 Lapavitsas and Soydan (2020) 
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for that year, by 2020 total bond and equity volumes outstanding amounted to $106.2 trillion 

and $97 trillion respectively as against a world GDP of $87.8 trillion).5  

The principal security issuers are corporations, banks and governments. Business 

corporations are the dominant suppliers of equity with banks in second place, while this 

ordering is reversed in the bond markets where banks are the leading bond issuers ('financial 

bonds'), followed by governments and corporations. This bond issuance breakdown by 

institutional category indicates that there are two distinct sets of factors that are currently 

driving security market growth. The first set relates to the pressures of corporate production. 

In an era of rapid technological innovation and thus of ever intensifying market competition, 

business corporations must have constant access to large external sources of funds to finance 

research and product development, or to finance mergers and acquisitions, or to finance any 

of the other measures needed for survival. Corporations across all regions tend to rely on a 

mix of debt and equity forms of external finance to supplement their funding needs, to avoid 

an excessive concentration of risk on the one hand and an excessive dilution of property 

ownership on the other. The major cross-regional difference concerns the composition of 

external corporate debt in that US corporations have a strong preference for bond-based 

borrowing as opposed to bank-loan borrowing while the reverse is true of European and 

Japanese corporations. The second set of factors that is driving security market growth relates 

to a wider array of socio-economic pressures, the most significant being those associated with 

demographic change. Commercial banks have traditionally relied on household deposits to 

fund their loans to businesses and households, but the fact that households are now on 

average living far longer after retirement than was previously usual means that many of them 

are shifting their retirement savings out of bank deposits and into financial market 

investments in the search for higher yield. As a result of this change in household savings 

behaviour banks are having to considerably increase their issuance of long-term bonds and 

short-term money market instruments to fill the gaps in the liability side of their balance 

sheets. Finally, the pressure of demographic change6 is also the principal factor behind the 

 
5 SIFMA (2021). 
6 As regards demography, what sets the advanced economy countries apart is the low rate of 
population growth combined with a high rate of population ageing (for example, the median age of 
the population in North America and West Europe rose from 32 in 1980 to 41 in 2010, while the 
median age in Africa over that same period only rose from 18 to 20. (United Nations (2019)) This 
combination has led to a trend rise in old-age dependency ratios (defined as the number of individuals 
aged over 65 per 100 individuals aged between 20 and 64). Thus, according to recent OECD estimates 
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rise in government borrowing, as governments, faced with rising pension and healthcare costs 

in addition to a range of other spending commitments, have had to increasingly rely on bond 

issuance to help finance these costs7. 

The upshot of the above observations is that recent decades have seen a radical change in 

borrowing organisations' dependence on the bond markets. Previously, that dependence 

tended to be transitory as corporations or governments resorted to bond issuance to finance a 

particular large-scale project or to help defray the costs incurred by a particular emergency. 

This tendency was consonant with the idea of the closed monetary circuit familiar from bank-

based financing of corporate production: the circuit is opened when funds are borrowed from 

lenders and is then closed when the funds are returned upon completion of the investment 

project. What has now changed is that corporate and government dependence on the bond 

markets has become permanent as a direct result of the permanence of the new types of 

financial pressures bearing down on them. The consequence of this new development is that 

the typical debt issuance-debt redemption relation is no longer one that is representative of a 

single closed circuit spanning a fixed period, but rather one that is part of an open-ended 

series of circuits that stretch across indefinite spans of time as bonds that reach their maturity 

dates are replaced with new bonds and so on in a continuum. There is, of course, a 

precondition for this constant bond rollover to be possible, which is that there must be a body 

of lenders on the demand side of the bond markets whose investment requirements oblige 

them to also hold large amounts of bonds on a permanent basis. The reality is that such a 

body does now exist courtesy of the same underlying socio-economic pressures that have 

helped cause a rise in permanent bond borrowing in the first place.  

While there are several other agents who are important buyers of financial securities, 

including very wealthy individuals, central banks, sovereign wealth funds and hedge funds, 

 
the dependency ratio across all OECD countries roughly doubled from 13.9 in 1950 to 27.9 by 2015 
and is expected to reach 35.2 by 2025 (OECD, 2019 a). 
 
7 Closely correlated with population ageing and the rise in the old age dependency ratios over recent 
decades has been the rise in government social spending  as a percentage of GDP (from an average 
percentage share of just 8% in 1960, that share had risen to an average of 17% across the OECD 
countries by 1990 and to an average of 20% in 2018) and as a percentage share of total government 
expenditure (the average share for the EU-28 countries in 2018 was 40%, but closer to 50% for the 
UK and other northern European counties, a figure similar to that for the US) with pensions and 
health care provision being the two largest components of government social spending. 
Ortiz-Ospina (2016); OECD (2019 b), Social Expenditure Update; Kenworthy (2019) 
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by far the most important group of buyers when taken collectively are the institutional asset 

managers, the pension and mutual funds and insurance companies. For long a small cottage 

industry catering for the very wealthy, asset management has become in many countries a 

mass industry catering for retirement and other welfare arrangements of large sections of the 

population.8 With this growth in asset management scale has come a corresponding growth in 

the need for investable assets, and most notably for equities and bonds. Although there are 

other types of assets that can serve as stores of value, financial securities necessarily 

comprise the majority proportion of institutional asset holdings because what sets them apart 

from other asset classes is their potential ability to combine a yield generating property with 

the properties of liquidity (they can be converted into cash with minimal impact on price) and 

tradability (they can be circulated without restriction amongst investors)9. Asset managers 

also hold bank deposits for liquidity purposes but to a limited extent because while they have 

high liquidity they have low yield, and they also hold real estate assets but again to a limited 

extent because while these can generate relatively high yields, they have low liquidity. 

Rather, the exigencies of asset managers' role as financial intermediaries who market asset 

portfolios to the public require them to hold the bulk of these portfolios in the form of 

financial securities, assets into which clients' moneys can be easily poured and from which 

monies can be easily extracted to pay clients. A large volume of demand for corporate and 

government securities is thus ensured, but what is also to the point is that this volume demand 

will remain permanent given that the economic costs of population ageing will likely force 

governments to increasingly shift away from universal welfare provision towards more 

selective forms, thus forcing increasing numbers of households to enlist the services of asset 

managers when making their own private welfare arrangements.   

The pressures of asset management that require pension and mutual funds to hold the bulk of 

their asset portfolios in the form of corporate and government securities are also those that 

require them to impose certain tight preconditions on these security issuing organisations. As 

equities and bonds have no intrinsic value, simply being claims on future income streams, it 

 
8 For discussions of the transformation of institutional asset management see. e.g. Davis and Steil 
(2001) or Grahl and Lysandrou (2006) 
9 According to a recent OECD report on pension funds: “In most countries, bonds and equities are the 
two main asset classes in which pension assets were invested at the end of 2018, accounting for more 
than half of all investments in 32 out of 36 OECD countries, and 39 out of 46 other reporting 
jurisdictions” OECD (2019 a), Pension Markets in Focus, p.29 
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follows that their quantitative value storage capacity depends entirely on guarantees that cash 

is returned to investors at an agreed rate and at agreed time intervals. To ensure these 

guarantees, security issuing organisations must essentially comply with two sets of 

behavioural standards, governance standards in addition to production and service provision 

standards. Compliance with production standards is necessary for the obvious reason that 

without some demonstrable commitment to them on the part of security-issuing organisations 

there can be no reasonable guarantee of the size and stability of the income flows against 

which claims are made. While necessary to the value storage function of securities, however, 

this first compliance is not sufficient. Corporations can excel in production but decide not to 

distribute cash to investors for one reason or other. Similarly, governments can excel in 

service provision and generate tax revenues accordingly but still give a low priority to the 

payment of interest on bonds. For sufficiency, a second set of behavioural standards is 

required, governance standards. Broadly defined, the governance of an organisation concerns 

the way in which it conducts its affairs to meet the different priorities of its various 

stakeholders. From the standpoint of investors, the question of corporate or public sector 

governance boils down to the level of priority given to their interests as shareholders or 

bondholders: high priority means that there is a reasonably good guarantee that cash will be 

returned to them in the required amounts and at the required intervals, whereas a low priority 

means that there is little guarantee that cash will be returned. 

The fact that most financial securities in circulation today have acquired solidity as determinate 

quantities of value by virtue of the governance standards that run in parallel with production 

standards is key to the growing scale disparity between financial securities stocks and annual 

material output flows. For many heterodox economists this disparity is an anomaly in that while 

they accept that the financial sector must reach a minimum size to effectively serve the 

productive and allocative needs of the real sector, they consider its current size to be far more 

than that minimum10. There is simply too much finance; the financial sector, as Epstein and 

Crotty (2013) put it, is now “too big” 11. The underlying assumption here is that financial scale 

 

10 As noted by van der Zwan, the growing scale disparity between the financial and real sectors has 
led some authors to assert that the former has in effect become “an increasingly autonomous realm” 
(van der Zwan, 2014 p. 99)  

11 Authors who have also taken this position include Crotty (2005); Kotz (2010); Lapavitsas (2010); 
Seccareccia (2012); Lazonick (2010;2013); Epstein (2013) and Vercelli (2013). As Vercelli observed: 
“According to most streams of heterodox economics, the process of financialization is mainly a 
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should ultimately be determined by just one set of drivers, those relating to production12, in 

which case the growth rate of the world's securities markets should be in line with that of world 

GDP. On the contrary, the fact that the growth rate of the securities markets now consistently 

outstrips that of world GDP would appear to indicate that there is a second, non-production 

related set of financial scale drivers that, by very dint of being non-production-related, must be 

speculative or in some other way dysfunctional in purpose and content13. Our position as 

signalled at the outset is that there are financial scale drivers that, while having no direct 

relation to the needs of production, are nevertheless functionally necessary in that they relate 

to the financial pressures of ongoing socio-economic change. Put the production-related and 

socio-economic related drivers together and it becomes clear that the continuing expansion in 

financial market scale serves the real economy in that it serves the vital interests of the 

organisations that are the major producers and service providers in that economy. Just as 

corporations and governments on the one side need to continually roll over their debt securities 

to cope with their ever-increasing financial commitments, so must institutional asset managers 

on the other side need to continually buy those securities to meet their own ever-increasing 

 
pathological process of evolution within capitalism that requires that capitalism be radically reformed 
or superseded” (2013, p. 41). For an overview and critique of this position see Lysandrou (2016). 
12 Due to this assumption, as Lysandrou has pointed out (2020), those heterodox macroeconomic 
models that especially focus on the monetary needs of production (e.g. the theory of the monetary 
circuit) have an especial problem in accounting for the current scale of finance.  

13 This line of thought is exemplified in Mario Seccareccia's 2012 paper where he sought to adapt 
monetary circuit theory to the new era of financialisation. Noting the huge growth in financial market 
scale, and finding that this scale could in no way be reconciled with the monetary needs of productive 
corporate investment, Seccareccia concluded that: " Owing to the corporate sector’s position as net 
lender, rentier speculative behaviour (that Keynes had so vehemently criticised in The General 
Theory) has slowly prevailed in the financial sector and has probably been the largest impetus in 
pushing this financialisation frenzy into hyper drive over the last decade" (Seccareccia, 2012, p. 186). 
The idea that rentier speculative behaviour is now a major driver of financial scale growth obviously 
leads to the idea that this development is not ultimately sustainable and will be reversed at some point 
in the event of a major crisis. Thus, for example, Lavoie argued in a paper published in 2013 that: 
“Just as the Great Depression called an end to finance capitalism, the current financial crisis should 
bring about the end of financialisation” (2013, p. 232). As concerns the scale dimension of 
financialisation, this prediction has turned out to be completely wrong. On the contrary, the financial 
crisis of 2007-8 gave further impetus to bond market growth as has, to an even greater extent, the 
current covid crisis as will be seen below. 
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financial commitments. In effect, what is happening is that the future is being colonised as an 

adjunct parallel space where corporations and governments can store their different dated 

liabilities on a permanent basis and where asset managers can serve as the permanent 

custodians of these liabilities. The behavioural standards necessary to the solidification of 

securities' value storage capacities in the end ties in with this colonisation of the future. As the 

future is unknown, uncertainty can never be eliminated, but what the various behavioural rules 

and benchmarks now used to monitor and control the risks on financial securities do is to make 

uncertainty sufficiently manageable as to make the future sufficiently fit for permanent 

occupation. 

 

3. Financialisation's reinforcement of a core-periphery divide  

To recognise the fact that the continuing scale growth of finance is a development that has 

functionality in and of itself, is not to ignore the fact that this same development can have 

dysfunctional consequences. One of the most significant of these is the unbalanced structure of 

the global market-based system. Following the collapse of communism in the 1990s, virtually 

all the world's two hundred or so independent nation states now occupy this system and operate 

to its common rules and standards of engagement. However, financialisation ensures that they 

do so on a highly unequal basis, with a minority constituting the core of the system and the 

great majority pinned to its periphery. A core-periphery divide in the international economic 

domain is not something new, but what is new is the pivotal role played by the uneven 

geographical breakdown of the world's financial markets in perpetuating such a divide. 

As previously noted, world total bond and equity volumes outstanding at end-2020 were $106.2 

trillion and $97 trillion respectively. Of the advanced market economies, the US' average share 

of these combined volumes was 40% as compared with the EU 27's 15% share, Japan and the 

UK's respective shares of 6.3% and 3.4% and the 8.5% share of the other advanced market 

economies (AMEs). Of the emerging market economies (EMEs), China's average share of the 

combined bond and equity volumes was 13% while all the other EMEs together accounted for 

the remaining average of 6%14. These differences in the regional contribution to world 

securities stocks translate into even more significant size differences between regions when 

these stocks are broken down according to currency of denomination. From this standpoint, the 

 
14 SIFMA, (2021) 
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only currency areas that host enough securities as to give them a substantive presence in the 

global financial landscape alongside the US dollar are the euro, the yen, the pound sterling and 

the renminbi. All the other currency areas as defined in security market terms reduce to 

fragments, a fact that finds reflection in their extremely small percentage shares of the $6.6 

trillion daily turnover in the foreign exchange markets (thus where at one extreme the dollar 

currently accounts for about 44% of this turnover, at the other extreme the largest of the EMEs 

register between 0.5 to 2% while all the smaller EMEs register barely perceptible percentage 

ratios)15. In a hypothetical world of no international capital mobility, these regional size 

differences as measured by securities stocks would remain mutually independent in that they 

would be determined solely by factors that are internal to each region. By contrast, in the 

current real world of high international capital mobility dominated by foreign portfolio 

investments (as distinct from foreign direct investments)16 regional security market size 

differences are mutually interdependent, and they are so in large part because of the uniform 

standards used to quantify the different types of risks that are priced into securities. 

Recall that as securities have no intrinsic value, portfolio investors need to hold security issuing 

organisations to various behavioural standards to ensure the reliability of cash returns and 

hence the tangibility of securities' quantitative value storage capacities. A further point is that 

if portfolio investors are to be to be able to choose between which securities to hold and to 

decide in what quantities they need to be able to compare the risks on different securities. Given 

that national governments have the power of taxation, their bonds typically serve at the 

domestic level as the risk-free benchmarks against which corporate credit risk premiums are 

calculated and priced (as also are the corporate equity risk premiums). At the international 

level, there are two basic variations regarding risk calculations. One is that national government 

bonds are now themselves subject to comparison to internationally accepted risk benchmarks, 

typically represented by the bonds of the governments of the largest and most powerful market 

economies. The other is that currency exchange rate risk now appears alongside credit risk as 

 
15 As of April, 2019, China’s yuan accounted for 2.1% of daily forex turnover, Russia’s rouble for 
0.5%, Brazil’s real for 0.5% and India’s rupee for 0.6% (BIS, 2019).  
16 The predominance of FPI flows over FDI flows is clearly indicted by the breakdown of the $6.6 
trillion FX daily turnover by counterparty in 2019. Thus, of the $1,987 trillion spot turnover, the inter-
bank share was 29.8%, as compared with the bank-other financial institutions’ share of 62.2% and the 
bank-non financial corporation share of 8%.; of the $999 trillion outright forward turnover, the inter-
bank share was 26.8% as compared with the bank-other financial institutions’ share of 61.6% and the 
bank-non financial corporation share of 11.6%; and of the $3,202 trillion fx swap turnover, the inter-
bank share was 46.8% as compared with the bank-other financial institutions’ share of 48% and the 
bank-non financial corporation share of just 5%. (BIS, 2019) 
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the other major type of risk that also requires internationally sanctioned benchmarks for its 

quantification and pricing into tradable securities. As there is no single world currency, it is the 

national currencies that are most widely used in an international capacity that are taken as the 

currency risk benchmarks, which in practice means the US dollar followed by the euro. These 

uniform risk pricing standards may appear to be neutral in that in being sanctioned by all agents 

that are active in the global economy they do not belong to any one group of agents. The reality 

is very different. All individual securities form constituent parts of a particular aggregate mass 

of same currency denominated securities, and what this means is that the benefits accruing 

from the common use of international risk pricing standards are distributed in direct proportion 

to the size of the currency mass: the larger the mass, the greater the benefits and vice-versa. 

To illustrate the point, let us first consider the US securities markets. These are by far the largest 

and deepest in the world, and as such they are highly attractive to foreign investors in that not 

only is there an abundance of securities in which to store their funds, but also a wide choice 

range of different securities across which they can move funds according to economic 

circumstances. However, these advantages to foreign investors must be paid for in the sense 

that they will on average earn comparatively low returns on their dollar assets. Thus, for 

example, they will earn no currency risk premium (due to the range of choice of US asset 

classes across which investments can be moved according to any change in economic 

conditions without being subject to exchange rate frictions); low credit risk premiums (due to 

the general strength, reputation and uniformity of the US legal and governance infrastructure); 

low liquidity risk premiums (due to the depth of the US securities markets and hence the ease 

of trading with minimal price impact); and a low sovereign risk premium (due to the scale of 

US domestic economic activity and hence the corresponding government power of taxation). 

By contrast, foreign investors can on average earn comparatively high returns on investments 

in countries that host small local currency-denominated securities markets  because in these 

cases there will be currency risk premiums (any cross-security flows generated by any change 

in economic conditions will also typically take on a cross-currency dimension), high credit risk 

premiums (that may reflect a weak legal and governance infrastructure as much as a small 

domestic production base for local corporations), and  high sovereign risk premiums (reflective 

of small domestic tax bases whose smallness may again be the result of a small domestic 

economy as also of a weak legal infrastructure). It reflects how wide the current divergence 

between country risk premiums is that the aggregate annual returns to foreign investors from 

their dollar assets are consistently lower than the annual returns to US investors from their 
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foreign assets17 even while the aggregate amounts of foreign investments in the US are 

consistently higher than the amounts of overseas US investments.18.. 

It is here that we can see why national capital market sizes are mutually interdependent in a 

world of international capital mobility.  We have said that foreign portfolio investors are drawn 

in large numbers to the US equity and bond markets because these are the world's largest and 

deepest, but in being so drawn to these markets they then contribute to their further growth in 

size and depth, thus contributing to the ease with which the US' government and corporations 

can issue substantially more securities before coming up against interest service constraints. 

Thus, the large mass of dollar securities continually begets an even greater mass as foreign 

investors are continually willing to trade comparatively low returns on their dollar assets off 

against the various benefits accruing from these assets thereby enabling the US government 

and US corporations to continually issue increasing amounts of securities on an affordable, 

cost-effective basis. By contrast, a small mass of local currency denominated securities 

produced by a country perpetuates continuing smallness as foreign portfolio investors in these 

securities demand such high returns as compensation for the various risks attaching to them as 

will seriously constrain the amounts of securities that can be safely issued by the country's 

organisations. 

In sum, the new form of enforcement of a core-periphery divide in the contemporary global 

economy is the direct result of the fact that financialisation from a scale perspective is as much 

a 'standardised' process as a 'linear' one. If it is the interplay between the financial commitments 

of government and corporate borrowers on the one side and those of the institutional investor 

lenders on the other that is driving the growth of financial security volumes at a monotically 

increasing rate, it is the use of common standards for monitoring and controlling the risks on 

securities that, by solidifying the latter's value storage capacities, gives mass to a given 

aggregation of same-currency denominated securities and a corresponding power of attraction 

that varies in direct proportion to the size and density of the currency mass. It is this power of 

attraction that marks off the contemporary era from all previous historical eras. Previously, it 

was the exercise of conscious control on the part of agents and institutions in the core countries 

that was the central means by which other countries and their agents and institutions were kept 

 
17See e.g. Forbes (2010) and Piketty (2014). 
18 Over the recent period, the excess of foreign holdings of US securities over US holdings of foreign 
securities has risen at a monotically increasing rate (thus from $2.6 trillion in 2004 ($6.2 trillion 
versus $3.6 trillion), the excess had risen to $4.8 trillion in 2008 ($8.9 trillion versus $4.1 trillion) and 
to $7.3 trillion in 2019 ($20.1 trillion versus $12.8 trillion), SIFMA (2020 a) 
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in a subordinate position. This control may have taken on overt and blunt forms as in the 

colonial era, or more covert and subtle forms as in the immediate post-second world war era, 

but the common denominator was that the control used to maintain a core-periphery divide in 

the international arena was based on acts of conscious and deliberate intention. Such acts still 

feature today but no longer as the typically representative means by which most countries are 

kept pinned to the periphery of the international economic system. The agents and institutions 

of the countries that host large securities markets can make all their decisions and frame all 

their actions and policies solely with reference to their own internal interests and priorities and 

the countries that host small securities markets will remain pinned to the periphery by virtue of 

the gravitational force exerted by the large markets. 

 

4. The covid pandemic's dual impact on financialisation 

In turning to the covid pandemic's implications for the scale dimension of financialisation, we  

first recall three observations: that the largest of all the financial markets in the contemporary 

era are the bond markets; that governments continue to be amongst the major suppliers of bonds 

because their dependence on the bond markets is now both significant and permanent; and that 

this permanent dependence is due not only to production-related factors (such as government 

investments in physical infrastructure or government aids to industry) but also, and in many 

national cases more importantly, to a wider array of socio-economic related factors, including 

those associated with ongoing demographic change. The financing costs of dealing with the 

devastating effects of the covid pandemic essentially represent yet a further addition to the list 

of socio-economic drivers of bond market scale.  

To begin with, the covid crisis has placed government finances under strains that have been 

ever heavier than was the case following the financial crisis of 2007-8 for reasons that include 

the fact that the economic costs of the covid pandemic came on top of the health care costs that 

had to be borne by governments, the fact that it was not just one group of firms in just one 

economic sector that had to be protected from bankruptcy by government bailout loans but a 

whole range of firms drawn from across the entire domestic economy, and the fact that on this 

occasion governments had to fund not only business bailouts but also the wages of employees 

that had been temporarily laid off while also the bearing the financial costs of the soaring levels 
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of unemployment.19. The inevitable result of these multiple strains on government finances was 

a sharp upward spike in the rate of government bond issuance.  Thus, in just the first five 

months of 2020, OECD governments issued about $11 trillion worth of bonds, an amount 

almost 70% higher than the average amount issued in the same period over the previous five 

years. Netting out bond redemptions, outstanding central government debt for the OECD area 

increased from $47 trillion in 2019 to $52.7 trillion by the end of 2020, a figure that was $3.5 

trillion higher than the pre-COVID estimate20. A further point worthy of note is that during 

2020 more than two-thirds of OECD governments opted for an increased issuance of 

government securities across the yield curve and introduced new maturity lines. For example, 

Germany's government added 7- and 15- year maturity bonds to its borrowing programme in 

April, 2020, while the French and US governments launched new 20-year bonds in May, 2020, 

and the Italian and Spanish governments launched new 50-year bonds in February and April, 

2021, respectively. 

For governments to be able to issue such vast amounts of bonds across the maturity spectrum 

there must be a body of institutions with a corresponding absorption capacity. Central banks 

obviously play a vital role in this respect. In normal times, these act as the lenders of last resort 

to national governments in that they stand ready to buy whatever amounts of marketable 

government bonds that are not taken up by the private sector21.  In times of crisis, this backstop 

role increases in importance as was witnessed during the financial crisis and during the 

subsequent covid pandemic crisis. This said, it is still the case that a further substantial 

proportion of government bonds are held by an array of institutional investors, most notably 

 
19 Following governments’ bailouts of their banking sectors in the wake of the financial crisis, many 
academic economists and official authorities warned against high levels of government bond-financed 
debt and pressed for a speedy reduction of these levels to be engineered by cuts in government 
spending and a general turn to austerity. On this occasion, the catastrophic effects of the covid 
pandemic have led to a near universal consensus that governments should borrow whatever amounts 
are required for as long as is required to finance the raft of fiscal interventions needed to save their 
domestic market economies from complete collapse. Thus Carmen Reinhart, chief economist at the 
World Bank, argued that governments should spend as much as is necessary to cope with the effects 
of the pandemic, and worry about repayments later: “While the disease is raging, what else are you 
going to do? First you worry about fighting the war, then you a figure out how to pay for it” 
(Financial Times, October,8th, 2020. This position was a far cry from that adopted in the aftermath of 
the financial crisis when Reinhart, along with Kenneth Rogoff, was foremost amongst those pressing 
the economic case for speedy reductions in government debt levels.  
20 As a result of both the rapid increase in borrowing needs and the decline in GDP across OECD 
economies, the central government marketable debt-to-GDP ratio for the OECD area increased by 
13.4 percentage points to around 86% (OECD, 2020 a). 
21 Thus in 2019, central bank holdings of government bonds as percentages of total holdings ranged 
from 15% for the US to 45% for Japan (OECD, 2020 a). 
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by the pension funds and mutual funds and insurance companies. We have already observed 

that in promoting the transformation of asset management into a mass industry through forcing 

higher income households to make their own welfare arrangements, governments have thereby 

also helped to create a sizable and permanent base of demand for their bonds. The further 

observation to add here is that the size and permanence of this demand base is due to the 

important role played by government bonds as the operational core of institutionally managed 

bond portfolios. At all times, asset managers hold substantial amounts of government bonds in 

their bond portfolios not only on account of their greater liquidity and information-insensitivity 

but also on account of their greater safety as stores of value. What differ at different times are 

the exact amounts of government bonds held as the safe haven core of bond portfolios in that 

this core tends to contract at times of economic prosperity when institutional investors feel 

confident enough to allocate more funds to higher yielding corporate securities, and to expand 

at times of economic downturn when these investors place a greater premium on safety than 

on yield22. We saw this phase of expansion play out during the financial crisis and we saw it 

play out again during the covid crisis, only this time to an even higher degree as asset managers 

sought the safety of government bonds on a level rarely seen before in their short history as a 

mass industry.  

An important caveat to the above is that when speaking of the institutional investor flight to 

the safety of government bonds in times of economic crisis, it is the bonds of the 

governments of advanced market economies that are sought, not the bonds of the 

governments of the emerging market economies. Virtually all of these economies have been 

hit by the covid pandemic to an extent that has been far greater than was the case following 

the financial crisis, because on that occasion they continued to function relatively normally 

even while there was a temporary contraction of their overseas markets. With the covid crisis, 

however, things have been very different for the EMEs because on top of the huge disruption 

to their domestic production and employment levels caused by the  pandemic, and on top of 

the sharp falls in their export earnings caused by the contraction of their overseas markets, 

they have also had to face falls in the price of oil and in other commodity prices, falls in 

remittances from abroad and last, but not least, falls in incomes from a range of tourism and 

other travel-related  services. As in the case of AME governments, EME governments have 

had to step up efforts to protect their economies from complete collapse and, as in the case of 

 
22 For further discussion of this point see Lysandrou, (2013). 
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the former, the latter have had to resort to increased bond issuance to finance those efforts. 

This, however, is where the similarities stop because the terms under which EME 

governments have financed their economic rescue efforts have been as onerous as have been 

favourable the terms under which AME governments have financed their rescue efforts.  

 

At the beginning of March, 2020, the FTSE World Index of 10-year government bond yields 

stood at around 2% and by the beginning of February 2021 it had risen to just over 3%23. All 

through that year the average yield on 10-year government bonds issued by OECD member 

states was about 1%. Even before the covid crisis, the yields on OECD government bonds 

had already trended down in the years following the financial crisis due to the dampening 

effect caused by institutional investor flight to safety. Thus, according to OECD estimates, 

where the average 10-year government bond yield was around 5% in 2006, that figure had 

fallen gradually to around 1.5% in 2019 and then to 1% by March 2020 despite the surge in 

OECD government debt issuance24. By contrast, there was a greater upward-level dispersion 

of the yields on the EME 10-year government bonds over this latter period, the range 

stretching from an average of 3.2% on China's bonds to over 15% on the bonds of many of 

the smaller EMEs25. It is testimony to how wide was the gap between AME and EME 

government bond yields all through 2020 and into the beginning of 2021, that the FTSE 

World Index could rise by 1% from 2% to 3% even while the aggregate amount of EME 

government bonds issued over this period was a small fraction of the world total amount of 

government bond issuance. A key contributory factor to these contrasting terms of 

government bond financing were the contrasting directions of portfolio investment flows. In 

the space of just one month, March, 2020, close to $1 trillion had been withdrawn from EME 

securities, initially from EME equities but then subsequently also from EME bonds26. Several 

AMEs benefited from these outflows from the EMEs, but none more so than the US. Faced 

with the exceptional severity of the covid pandemic’s damaging impact on its domestic 

economy, the US government had responded with an equally exceptional increase in treasury 

bond issuance. Thus, where total US treasuries amounted to $19.2 trillion in 2019, that figure 

 
23 ICMA, (2021) 
24 In the first five months of 2020, about 70% of the total government bonds were sold with interest 
rates below 1% and 27% of the total bonds issued with interest rates between 1% and 2%, and only 
5% of total issuance with higher than 2% interest rates. (OECD a, 2020).  
25 UNCTAD, (2020) 
26 Institute of International Finance (April 9th, 2020)  
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had risen to $23.1 trillion in the first six months of 2020 alone.27  Despite the fact that this 

aggregate volume increase was particularly marked by heavy increases in the longer dated 

treasuries (that now included 20-year bonds), the yields on these not only did not go up but 

also continued to hover near zero rates, the steep rise in foreign demand for US treasuries 

being a major contribution to this development. Thus, where foreign central banks and 

private investors held $6.2 trillion worth of US treasuries in 2019, that figure had risen to 

$7.1 trillion by mid 2020. 28 

Having pulled out vast sums from the EMEs between March and early April, 2020, portfolio 

investors then began thereafter to direct funds back to the EMEs in the quest for high yields. 

The point was that if the world's portfolio investors were sacrificing yield in favour of safety 

when keeping the core of their asset portfolios in the form of AME government and blue-chip 

corporate securities, they had to find yield elsewhere, and that elsewhere following the 

outbreak of the pandemic could only be EME government bonds. The inevitable result of the 

comparatively high yields that EME governments have had to pay out on their bonds was a 

severe restriction on the extent to which they have been able to implement economic recovery 

programmes.  Following the outbreak of the covid pandemic and the extensive damage to the 

global economic architecture that it wrought (the estimates indicated that the virus reduced 

economic growth in 2020 to an annualised rate of -3.4% to -7.6%) 29the debate was whether 

there would be a V-shaped recovery or rather an L-shaped recovery, one marked by a 

prolonged slow and hesitant rate of growth punctuated by many gaps, uncertainties and 

possible reversals. 30 However, as has been pointed out by economists based at UNCTAD31, 

the more likely scenario will be a K-shaped recovery, a high recovery rate for the AMEs 

coupled with a low recovery rate for the majority of the world's EMEs.  This prediction will 

likely turn out to be correct, not only because so many of the EMEs were amongst those that 

 
27 SIFMA (2020, b) 
28  SIFMA (2020, b) 
29 Congressional Research Survey, (2021) 
30   To quote Laurence Boone, economist at the World Bank: “Most people see a V-shaped recovery, 
but we think it’s going to stop half-way. By the end of 2021, the loss of income exceeds that of any 
previous recession over the last 100 years outside wartime, with dire and long-lasting consequences 
for people, firms and governments.” (Financial Times, June 10th, 2020) 
31 UNCTAD, (2020) 
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experienced the highest rates of contraction in 202032 but also because of the huge disparities 

in the costs of financing the post-covid recovery programmes. 

The conclusion that falls out of the above discussion is that if the covid pandemic has given 

further impetus to the scale growth of the global financial markets by virtue of governments' 

response to the pandemic, it has also by that same token served to further consolidate the 

core-periphery divide in the global financial system. For the governments of the advanced 

market economies, the relation between financialisation from a scale perspective and their 

efforts to counter the impact of the pandemic has been one of mutual facilitation: where the 

continuing heavy issuances of government bonds will give a continuing boost to 

financialisation going forward, it is because of financialisation's past development,  powered 

in large part by the interplay between governments and institutional asset managers, that 

governments have been able to contain borrowing repayment costs in the face of expanding 

borrowing volumes. The exact reverse situation has held for the governments of the emerging 

market economies: where financialisation's past development has given a new dynamic to 

their countries' peripheral status in the global economy, their efforts to contain the negative 

effects of the covid pandemic have only served to further affirm that peripheral status. 

 

 

5. Some policy implications 

The fact that the financialization process has several dysfunctional aspects explains the periodic 

calls for 'de-financialisaton' from the heterodox wing of the economics profession. In giving 

our own view on this subject, let us first go back to the point that there are different dimensions 

to financialisaton that broadly divide into those relating to the scale, status, and character of 

the financial markets.  As regards the question of status, the risks associated with the move of 

financial markets to a more central position in domestic economies are that there can be 

excessive encroachments of financial interests and priorities in many adjacent social areas 

including those of education, health, and housing. Thus, if de-financialisation means limiting 

and possibly reversing these encroachments, then our position is that it should be fully 

supported. As regards the question of character, there is no doubt that much of the transition 

towards a far more active and short-term type of finance has been driven by speculative 

vehicles such as hedge funds and private equity firms. Thus, if de-financialisaton means heavily 

 
32 World Bank, (2020) 
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regulating these vehicles and closing many of their activities such as high frequency trading, 

short-selling and asset stripping, then, once again, our position is that de-financialisaton should 

be supported. By contrast, there should categorically be no policy for de-financialisaton when 

this blurs into the scale dimension of financialisaton as often happens because of the view that 

the contemporary financial markets are not only too big relative to the needs of corporate 

production but also that their large size has a constraining effect on the pace of corporate 

investments and capital accumulation33. This policy would be entirely appropriate if 

production-related factors were indeed the only ones relevant to financial market size. 

However, at a time when there are other functionally necessary non-production related factors 

that are equally important in determining this size, a policy of de-financialisaton aimed at 

downsizing the financial markets would cause more problems than would be solved. 

In elaborating on this argument, let us recall that it is the bond markets that have undergone the 

most rapid growth in recent decades and that governments, banks and corporations on the one 

side and institutional asset managers on the other have been the major players responsible for 

this rapid growth. These observations led us to the proposition that the inexorable growth of 

the world's bond markets manifests the colonisation of the future as a means of coping with the 

financial pressures and commitments of the present. When governments and corporations issue 

bonds, they raise substantial amounts of funds at one point in time but spread repayments over 

a series of points that can stretch far into the future. This said, what has been striking about the 

recent growth of bond volumes is not only the lengthening of the average maturity range as 20, 

30 and 50-year bonds are now regularly issued alongside the shorter-dated bonds but also a 

rising tendency to roll over bonds as those that reach their maturity dates are replaced by new 

bonds. These developments regarding maturity lengthening and bond-rollover have been made 

possible because they dovetail with the portfolio needs of the institutional investors that now 

dominate the demand side of the bond markets. To be willing to hold bonds for long stretches 

 
33 Some recent studies showing the negative impact of financialisation on the rates of industrial 
investment and output growth include those by Stockhammer (2004), Orhangazi (2008), Hein, (2010, 
2012) and Hein and Treeck, (2010). An example of how such studies lead to a demand for 'de-
financialisation' is given by Stockhammer in a paper published in 2012 that analysed the interaction 
between financialisation's impact on accumulation and the effects of the polarisation of income 
distribution as structural causes of the financial crisis. His conclusion was that the analysis presented 
in the paper "lends itself to two central demands for economic policy: a de-financialisation of the 
economy and a pro-labour shift in the distribution of income" (Stockhammer, 2012b, p. 64). The 
second of these central demands is unambiguous and should be unreservedly supported, but we cannot 
say the same for the first central demand.  
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of time, institutional investors need borrowing organisations to comply with such legal and 

governance standards as can secure the reliability with which cash is returned and thus the 

solidity of bonds' quantitative value storage capacities. The further observation to make here is 

that institutional investors need bonds to maintain their value storage capacities not only while 

they are being held but also in the course of being traded. All institutional investors have to 

frequently trade bonds at one time or other and for one reason or other34, a requirement that 

then further explains the requirement for socially sanctioned as opposed to privately negotiated 

methods for pricing the risks on bonds: it is only when these risks are priced according to 

standards that are universally recognised that bonds can then become stand-alone portable 

stores of value than can be traded anonymously at any time and in any place.  

Now a proposal for 'de-financialisation' in the sense, say, of downsizing the world's bond 

markets essentially means substituting localised and relational forms of financing for 

globalised and impersonalised forms. The consequence for governments who now must keep 

more firmly within their budgets, matching current expenditures with current tax revenues, is 

that unless they can contain the financial pressures that they face, which as we shall see below 

is an impossibility, they will be forced into making substantial tax increases and/or expenditure 

cuts. For the corporate sector, the winding down of the bond markets means returning to a total 

reliance on bank loans for their supplementary financing needs. This return has two 

consequences. From a temporal perspective, it means a significant shortening of the time 

periods over which repayments of borrowed funds can be made. Bank loans do not typically 

stretch over five years, and while loans can be renewed, this will usually entail new contractual 

terms and agreements. For banks, the additional problem of extending longer term loans to 

corporations is that they tie up the asset side of their balance sheets thus restricting the volumes 

of small business and household loans that can be made. The constraints from a spatial 

perspective are even more severe in that, as credit relations negotiated between two fixed 

counterparties, bank loans cannot be traded away from their initial place and conditions of 

issuance. Indeed, it is precisely because of the efforts to overcome these personal and locational 

restrictions that the securitisation of bank loans has now become an entrenched feature of the 

global financial landscape.  

 
34 See Grahl and Lysandrou (2006) for an overview of institutional asset managers' motives for 
frequent trading.  
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It is undoubtedly true that the close, relational nature of bank-based finance is conducive to 

those productive investments that require that finance be provided in a way that gives protective 

shelter against financial market pressures. But, to again repeat the point, alongside the 

production-related factors behind the financing needs of large organisations there are also 

various socio-economic related factors, and these factors entail a need not so much for 

protection against financial market pressures as for an accommodation of these pressures. 

Nothing better exemplifies this point than the correlation between the rising financing costs of 

demographic change and rising government bond volumes, a correlation that, having become 

firmly established in the decades since 1980, looks set to continue over the coming decades. If 

population ageing is the key driver of population growth in many of the worlds advanced 

market economies, it is the increasing birth rate that is the key driver in the world's emerging 

market economies. Taken together, these population developments are placing huge pressures 

on the world's natural resources, pressures that are in one way or other causing the climate 

change that is at the root of the many types of natural disasters now occurring with 

unprecedented frequency and that are, therefore, placing further financial burdens on national 

governments. Into this mix of socio-economic factors that are forcing governments into an 

ever-increasing dependence on the bond markets, come the costs of coping with the effects of 

recurring global pandemics. The covid-19 pandemic may have been the first global pandemic 

of the 21st century, but all the scientific predictions are that it will not be the last. On the 

contrary, ongoing population growth and its attendant environmental pressures, taken in 

conjunction with the closer physical interconnection of the world's countries made possible by 

the rapid pace of change in transportation and communication technologies, ensure that the 

effects of any new virus that appears will have immediate global reach and impact.   

To say that the continuing growth of the worlds' financial markets cannot and should not be 

reversed is not to say that there cannot or should not be any interference in that growth. On the 

contrary, the fact that the hugely uneven breakdown of world securities stocks by currency of 

denomination serves to give both new form and content to a core-periphery divide in the global 

economy gives cause for interventionist policies that can correct for the inequalities that result 

from that divide. Foremost amongst such policies must be a global wealth tax. Where the 

interplay between the financing needs of corporations and governments and the financial 

commitments of institutional asset managers has been the driving force behind the ongoing 

scale growth of the world's securities markets, it is the very wealthy individuals - those 

classified as high net wealth individuals (HNWIs) - who have been among the major 
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beneficiaries of this growth. The original sources of private wealth creation are many and 

varied, but there are basically only five asset classes that subsequently serve in a wealth storage 

capacity, the two foremost being equities and bonds, followed by cash, real estate, and 

alternative investments. It is the fact that the world's HNWIs tend on average to hold about one 

half of their wealth in the form of financial securities, coupled with the fact that the annual 

growth rate of the world's securities stocks consistently out-strips the annual growth rate of 

world GDP, that largely explains the continuing massive concentration of wealth in the hands 

of a vanishingly small percentage ratio of the world's population. This said, another 

contributory factor to private wealth accumulation is government reliance on monetary policy 

as the most favoured tool for macroeconomic management, a factor that has become 

particularly significant in periods of economic downturn and monetary loosening. Thus, for 

example, in the eight years between 2007 and 2015 during which time much of the world's 

population suffered the effects of the great financial crisis and bore the brunt of austerity 

measures many of which had resulted from government-financed bank bail-outs, the world's 

HNWI population had risen from 10 million to 15 million while their combined wealth had 

risen from $41 trillion to about $59 trillion with much of this rise having been caused by the 

financial asset price inflation that was the inverse result of the sharp drop in interest rates due 

to quantitative easing35. A more recent, and even more striking, example of how far private 

wealth accumulation is parasitic on bond-financed macroeconomic policies has been provided 

by the covid pandemic. In 2020, the first full year in which the catastrophic effects of the 

pandemic played out with the result that the world's economies contracted at rates of between 

-3.4% and -7.6%, aggregate wealth held by the world's HNWIs had, in stark contrast, expanded 

by about 8%, from $74 trillion at end-2019 to $79.8 trillion by end-202036. 

A necessary first step in any implementation of a global wealth tax is the establishment of a 

global tax authority that can serve as the central coordinating and monitoring body. As recent 

experience has shown, any national initiative for taxing wealthy individuals will simply not 

succeed given the ease with which these individuals can move both themselves and their wealth 

across borders. In addition to achieving the necessary degree of coordination, a further reason 

for the establishment of a global tax authority is that it could also serve in a distributive 

capacity, allocating the substantial funds raised from the very rich to the governments of the 

countries where those funds are most needed. From the foregoing analysis regarding the way 

 
35 Capgemini, World Wealth Report, 2016 
36 Capgemini, World Wealth Report, 2021 
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that financialisation has given a new operational dynamic to the core-periphery divide in the 

world economy, it would follow that there are two overlapping criteria that must form the basis 

for fund allocation: namely, that in addition to the poverty criterion - the greatest amounts of 

funds should be allocated to the governments of the world's poorest counties - there must also 

be the borrowing cost criterion - the greatest amounts of funds should be allocated to the 

governments of countries that face the highest interest charges in the world's bond markets. It 

may be that part of the explanation as to why so many governments face high borrowing costs 

is due to domestic mismanagement or financial malpractice. However, even if abstraction is 

made from these factors, borrowing costs to governments of countries that host small domestic 

financial markets would still be higher than those costs to governments of counties that host 

large markets due to the corresponding variations in the amounts of the different types of risks 

that are priced into financial securities. Thus, in counterbalancing these risk-induced variations 

in governments' borrowing costs, a policy of distributing funds to governments in inverse 

proportion to the size of their domestic financial markets would be entirely justified because 

this policy would be entirely fair. 

Although the implementation of a global wealth tax will face many difficulties given the fierce 

resistance that such a policy will encounter, the astonishing degree to which wealth 

accumulation is concentrated at the very top of the private wealth pyramid will possibly make 

it easier to overcome these difficulties. Between end-2019 and end-2020 during which time 

world HNWI wealth grew by nearly $6 trillion from $74 to nearly $80 trillion, over one half 

of this amount went to the world's 'ultra-HNWIs', individuals with net assets of over 

$30million. Numbering just over 186,000 and holding 34% of the $74 trillion HNWI wealth 

(i.e. about $24.6 trillion) at end-2019, they numbered just over 200,000 and held 33.6% of the 

$79.9 trillion HNWI wealth (i.e. about $28 trillion) at end-2020. As over 90% of the ultra-

HNWIs are domiciled in the world's major advanced market economies (the US on its own is 

home to about 30% of these individuals), in other words, in those economies that host the 

largest equity and bond markets, it is clear that the sole reason why so much private wealth 

could have accumulated so quickly in the hands of so few individuals at a time of global 

economic contraction was the inflationary impact on the prices of AME government and blue 

chip corporate securities caused by the combination of AME monetary policy loosening and 

the steep rise in the proportion of global portfolio investments seeking the safety of the AME 

financial markets. To the extent that all these disturbing facts and figures are widely advertised 

and made public, so should there be a corresponding rise in public anger and disgust, which 
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could in turn be funnelled towards support for a global wealth tax to be levied in the first place 

on the world's super-rich, the 200,000 or so ultra-HNWIs.  

 

6. Conclusion 

There is little doubt that the covid pandemic’s long-term consequences for the global 

economy will be the subject of much analysis and debate. The focus of attention here has 

been on one of the pandemic’s more immediate consequences, the boost given to financial 

market scale. As sudden as it was massive, that boost served to further accelerate a scale 

growth of finance that had already been gathering momentum in recent years. In so doing, it 

re-affirmed the functionality of that scale growth while also re-affirming several of its 

dysfunctional off-shoots. As regards functionality, the view that the continuing expansion of 

the securities markets represents nothing other than the colonisation of the future has until 

now remained a minority view. Following the pandemic, however, it is possible that it will 

attract more widespread attention because it will be hard to interpret the issuance of huge 

amounts of government bonds of all maturities as anything other than governments’ use of 

the future as a space into which the swelling financial pressures of the present are released. 

As regards dysfunctionality, the substantial differences in governments' abilities to finance 

their post-covid recovery programmes has exposed the extent to which the universal use of 

common standards for pricing financial securities not only makes possible the continuing 

scale growth of the financial markets but also serves to continually keep the majority of the 

world's governments pinned to a peripheral position in those markets. As financial scale 

growth cannot be reversed because of its functionality, the only meaningful way of correcting 

for the negative effects of its enforcement of a core-periphery divide in the global financial 

system is to establish new global financial institutions that are equipped with the necessary 

powers of intervention and correction. This paper has suggested the creation of a global tax 

authority charged with implementing a global wealth tax as a first step in this direction.  
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